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Figure 1: Many pedestrians walk straight in the crowd animation (left). We interactively manipulate the crowd animation to follow an s-curve
(right).

Abstract

Editing large-scale crowd animation is a daunting task due to the
lack of an efficient manipulation method. This paper presents a
novel cage-based editing method for large-scale crowd animation.
The cage encloses animated characters and supports convenient
space/time manipulation methods that were unachievable with pre-
vious approaches. The proposed method is based on a combina-
tion of cage-based deformation and as-rigid-as-possible deforma-
tion with a set of constraints integrated into the system to produce
desired results. Our system allows animators to edit existing crowd
animations intuitively with real-time performance while maintain-
ing complex interactions between individual characters. Our exam-
ples demonstrate how our cage-based user interfaces mitigate the
time and effort for the user to manipulate large crowd animation.

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism]:
Animation—Virtual reality

Keywords: Human Motion, Interactive Editing, Crowd Animation,
Data-Driven Animation

1 Introduction

Recent feature films and video games often show spectacular scenes
with a large crowd of characters. Crowd animation may be used to
show a variety of interesting events. The characters are sometimes
crammed tightly into a small space. They sometimes interact with
each other collaboratively or adversarially. There is a large array of
crowd simulation algorithms that can generate a crowd of animated
characters. These algorithms often have a set of tunable parame-
ters. An animator adjusts the parameters to control how the crowd
animation should look. The production of crowd simulation is a
trial-and-error process of running multiple simulations with differ-
ent parameters.

Alternatively, interactive editing techniques [Kwon et al. 2008; Kim
et al. 2009] have been studied to allow animators to manipulate
crowd animation directly. Their interactive techniques can effec-
tively edit the group motion of multiple characters by pinning and

dragging the characters at arbitrary timing while maintaining the
integrity and visual quality of the original animation. The use of
interactive editing techniques changes the animator’s work process.
The animator may begin with a simulation algorithm to generate
an initial crowd animation from scratch and then he or she may ma-
nipulate the animation to refine the result interactively. Even though
the group motion editing techniques have demonstrated promising
functionalities that facilitate crowd simulation, their practical use
has been limited because the techniques are computationally de-
manding. The previous work reported performance adequate for in-
teractive dragging with dozen characters, which is far smaller than
the large-scale crowds that often appear in feature films and games.

We present a novel cage-based editing method for manipulating
large-scale crowd animation interactively. The cage is an abstract
object that encloses target characters in motion for a certain spa-
tial extent or temporal duration. The benefits of the cage-based ap-
proach are manifold. From the user interface point of view, the cage
provides coherent control over multiple character motions such that
the motions are manipulated in a coordinated manner. The cage also
allows for the locality of control. The animator can manipulate a
small portion of the animation enclosed by a cage, while leaving
the remaining portions intact. The use of cages does not impose any
limitation on human motion. Arbitrary types of human motion can
be included in the crowd animation, even including interpersonal
interactions with physical contacts. From the performance point of
view, the cage serves as a reduced model of the animation; thus, it
can be manipulated efficiently based on two-level hierarchical com-
putation. Our method is faster than the previous Laplacian-based
methods by orders of magnitude. The performance gain is even
more substantial for a larger number of characters in a crowd.

Technically, our method is formulated as a quadratic program-
ming with equality and inequality constraints. Interpersonal rela-
tionships, such as synchronization and physical contacts between
characters impose the equality constraints. We add the inequality
constraints to prevent excessive deformation. The proposed method
is inspired by a variety of previous work and consists of three major
components. First, an as-rigid-as-possible mesh deformation model
provides an effective means of manipulating cages. Second, the use
of generalized barycentric coordinates establishes the correspon-
dence between abstract cages and raw motion data. Finally, the
quadratic programming with quadratic inequality constraints with
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both upper and lower bounds is intrinsically non-convex. We relax
the non-convexity and solve it more efficiently. These components
reinforce one another to achieve a scalable solution method. We
will demonstrate the effectiveness of our method using examples
including a dense crowd of characters interacting with each other.

2 Related Work

Many researchers have explored the generation of realistic crowd
animations. These include agent-based decision making meth-
ods [Reynolds 1987; Musse and Thalmann 1997; Pelechano et al.
2005; Pelechano et al. 2007; Guy et al. 2009], flow control based
on a velocity field [Chenney 2004; Treuille et al. 2006], and a mix-
ture of these two approaches [Narain et al. 2009]. Data-driven ap-
proaches have also been studied to create realistic crowd animation.
Two-dimensional motion data of a group of people captured from
a bird’s-eye view are used to mimic the complex behavior of a real
crowd [Lee et al. 2007; Lerner et al. 2007; Lerner et al. 2009; Ju
et al. 2010]. While many methods have been suggested for con-
vincing crowd generation, a few methods [Kwon et al. 2008; Kim
et al. 2009; Jordao et al. 2013] are available for the direct editing of
existing crowd animations.

Editing existing human motion to fit a new constraint has long been
studied and is an important issue in character animation. Computing
additional low-frequency motions with the given constraints [Gle-
icher 1998; Lee and Shin 1999] has been widely employed as it pro-
vides a desired motion with original characteristics. Based on a set
of motion examples, the blending [Kovar and Gleicher 2004; Mukai
and Kuriyama 2005] and rearrangement [Lee et al. 2002; Kovar
et al. 2002; Arikan et al. 2003; Safonova and Hodgins 2007] of
motions have been employed to synthesize new motion sequences.
Interactive manipulation of multi-character animation was first ad-
dressed by Kwon et al. [2008]. They used a graph structure to model
the spatio-temporal group behavior of pedestrians and employed a
mesh editing algorithm to manipulate the animation interactively.
Kim et al. [2009] and Ho et al. [2010] extended the manipulation
method to handle a wider range of group behavior with complex
interactions. These previous methods commonly transform motion
editing into a constraint-solving problem. The size of the constraint-
solving problem scales rapidly with respect to the number of char-
acters and the duration of the animation. We present a novel inter-
active method to address the constraint-solving problem. Our ap-
proach is versatile, efficient, easy-to-use, and the interactive tech-
niques facilitate the user’s work process.

The efficiency of our method mainly comes from the hybrid use
of two geometry deformation approaches: cage-based deformation
and surface-based deformation. In cage-based deformation, the tar-
get geometry is represented as linear combinations of an external
cage that encloses the target. Manipulating a boundary vertex of the
cage results in smooth deformation of the target geometry. Mean
Value Coordinates (MVC) [Floater 2003; Hormann and Floater
2006] is a simple and popular way of parameterizing the interior
of a cage. Positive MVC [Lipman et al. 2007], harmonic coordi-
nates [Joshi et al. 2007], green coordinates [Lipman et al. 2008],
and bounded biharmonic weights [Jacobson et al. 2011; Jacobson
et al. 2012] are more sophisticated alternatives. Surface-based de-
formation refers to a class of energy-minimization techniques that
allow for direct manipulation of a geometric object while preserv-
ing its original shape as much as possible [Sorkine et al. 2004; Lip-
man et al. 2005; Igarashi et al. 2005; Sorkine and Alexa 2007;
Botsch et al. 2007]. Surface-based deformation methods usually
require a large system of linear/non-linear equations to be solved
given a high-resolution target geometry. Hybrid deformation meth-
ods have been explored to achieve both affordable performance and
the convenience of direct manipulation [Huang et al. 2006; Xu et al.

2007; Sumner et al. 2007; Borosán et al. 2010]. We refer readers to
[Cohen-Or 2009] for comprehensive survey on both approaches.

3 Crowd Model

The crowd animation is a collection of motion clips that covers the
extent of the animation. The full-body motion of an animated char-
acter is represented by its time-varying position and the orientation
of the root segment in the global reference coordinate system to-
gether with the joint orientation of the remaining body segments.
The motion may be captured, simulated, or procedurally generated.
How the motion data is acquired does not matter. The motion path
of a motion clip is a two-dimensional trajectory of the root segment
projected onto the ground surface. Each motion clip is usually sam-
pled uniformly and parameterized in local time. Situating a motion
clip in a crowd animation maps the local time of the motion clip to
the time track of a character. More specifically, let Pα,Pβ , ...,PN

be motion paths of N characters. Each motion path is represented
as a piecewise linear curve, where the points on the curve are the
time series of a character’s location pαi ∈ R2 (see Figure 2). The
direction of each point on a motion path is represented with respect
to a local coordinate system defined by the tangent and normal vec-
tors of the curve. The tangent and normal vectors at the i-th point
are estimated by (pαi+1−pαi−1) andR(pαi+1−pαi−1), respectively,
where R is a 2× 2 rotation matrix of angle 90◦.

The time track provides an efficient means of editing the rela-
tive timing of interacting characters. A collection of time tracks
Tα,Tβ , ...,TN of a crowd animation are vertically aligned to
show the temporal relationships between characters. The timing of
each motion clip is locally parameterized by frame index i, which
maps to tαi ∈ R in synchronized reference time (see Figure 2).
Manipulating the distances between the frame indices leads to time
warping of the crowd animation.

The motion of one character at a certain time instance may be con-
strained with respect to the motion of another character. The inter-
action between characters and the environment induces spatial and
temporal constraints. For example, consider two characters doing
high five. Their relative location and timing of action should match
at the moment when their hands meet. The animator may drag and
pin down characters at certain time instances to introduce new con-
straints and thus manipulate the crowd animation. Editing crowd
animation is a process of solving constraints between multiple char-
acter motions. The motion path and time track serve as spatial and
temporal proxies of each motion clip. The constraint solving pro-
cess results in the deformation of motion paths and time tracks. We
then edit the full-body motions of characters accordingly to match
their motion paths and time tracks.

Assuming that character α at frame i is interacting with character
β at frame j, the spatial relationship between the characters is de-
scribed as

pαi = pβj + cx(pβj+1 − pβj−1) + cyR(pβj+1 − pβj−1),

pβj = pαi + dx(pαi+1 − pαi−1) + dyR(pαi+1 − pαi−1),
(1)

where (cx, cy) and (dx, dy) are the spatial coordinates of character
α and β, respectively, with respect to each other. Their temporal
relationship is specified such that

tαi = tβj + g. (2)

If g = 0, two character motions are exactly synchronized at frame
i and j in reference time.
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Symbol Meaning
subscript i, j, k frame index/ cage vertex index
subscript x, y local coordinates in x, y axes

superscript α, β character index
pαi root position of character α at frame i

tαi , t
α
i

reference time of character α at frame i,
and the same symbol in cage-based editing

vi,ui
i-th boundary vertex

on a spatial and temporal cage, respectively

λki , µ
k
i

MVC of k-th internal point
w.r.t. vi and ui, respectively

c, f
user specified constraints

in space and time domain, respectively

b,g
relative interaction constraints

in space and time domain, respectively

Table 1: Mathematical notation.

4 Cage-based Interface

Crowd animation includes a multiplicity of human behaviors hap-
pening concurrently. The interactive editing of crowd animation can
be cumbersome if we have to manipulate individual characters inde-
pendently. The user interfaces for crowd animation editing should
provide effective means of exploiting the coherence and locality of
the animation. Our cage-based interface serves this purpose (see
Figure 2).

Global Coordination. The motion of multiple characters often
needs to be manipulated in a globally coordinated manner in both
space and time. The cage provides the grouping of characters such
that the characters in the cage are manipulated coherently.

Locality. The user often wants to edit only a portion of an anima-
tion while the other part remaining intact. Our cage-based interface
resembles the lasso tool in image editing software and supports var-
ious forms of locality, such as individuality and vicinity in space
and time.

Versatility and Flexibility. The cage-based interface is versatile
and flexible to deal with arbitrary types of human behaviors, which
include locomotion, gestures, and even highly dynamic sport ac-
tions. Different types of human motions can be included in a single
cage and manipulated simultaneously.

Interactive Performance. In general, a group motion is repre-
sented by using a large number of parameters that must be solved
for every incident of user manipulation. The cage provides a com-
pact representation of the group motion. The cage effectively en-
codes the course of action of multiple characters by using the gen-
eralized barycentric coordinates of sparse cage vertices. The use of
reduced parameters achieves the interactive performance and scal-
ability.

4.1 Cage Construction

The spatial cage is a polygonal mesh in two-dimensional space. The
user may drag a freehand selection around animated characters to
select whole or portions of multiple motion paths. We construct the
outer boundary of the cage using a concave hull algorithm [PCL
2012], which computes a (possibly concave) polygon that encloses
a set of input points with a certain margin. A large margin tends
to make the boundary smooth, while a smaller margin makes the
boundary highly concave. The offset distance from input points to

Figure 2: Editing multi-character motions with cages. The motion
paths and time tracks are enclosed by spatial and temporal local
cages, which are shown in green. One of the spatial cages under-
goes deformation given user constraints. The enclosed motion data
are manipulated according to the cage deformation.

the cage vertices is provided as a user parameter. Once the outer
spatial boundary of the cage is determined, its interior region is
tessellated by using constrained Delaunay triangulation [Shewchuk
1996]. The cage mesh is a jelly-like deformable object. The user can
drag and pin down boundary vertices and/or arbitrary interior points
to manipulate interactively. We will discuss cage deformation later
in Section 5. Our system also provides various editing operations
to refine the selection. The cut operation allows the user to draw a
cutting curve across any cage to divide it into two local cages. The
user can also merge two cages, append a region to the selection, and
crop to reduce the selection.

The crowd animation includes rows of time tracks. Each track cor-
responds to a course of action of an individual character. The tem-
poral cage encloses whole or portions of multiple time tracks. All
the operations defined for spatial cages can also be applied to tem-
poral cages. In addition, the user is allowed to rearrange the order
of characters interactively in the time tracks. The user can drag and
drop rows, or sort the tracks by an order of character IDs, spatial
locations (along x-axis, y-axis, or an arbitrary axis), or timing of
action. A temporal cage selects a portion of crowd animation in
the time domain and we can construct a spatial cage to enclose the
same selected portion in the spatial domain. Similarly, we may draw
a spatial cage first and then convert it into a temporal cage. The
conversion between spatial and temporal cages is convenient if we
want to select specific portions from a cluttered crowd scene. Fig-
ure 3 shows a conversion scenario. The motion paths are tangled in
the spatial domain; thus free hand drawing may not allow us to pre-
cisely select desired portions, which are untangled in the temporal
domain. The conversion capability allows us to select the portions
in the time domain and then convert it into a compatible cage for
spatial manipulation.
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Figure 3: Cage conversion from the time to the space domain.

4.2 Cage Representation

The motion paths and time tracks inside the cage mesh are rep-
resented by MVC [Floater 2003] with respect to the cage ver-
tices. The reason we employ MVC is because of its smoothness.
Tangent discontinuity is quite noticeable in character animation
and should be avoided. Given point pk on the motion path and
cyclically-defined cage boundary vertices v = {v1,v2, ...,vm},
MVC {λ1, λ2, ..., λm} of point pk is defined by

λi =
wi∑m
j=1 wj

, wi = 2
tan(φi−1/2) + tan(φi/2)

||pk − vi||
, (3)

where φi is angle ∠vi+1,pk,vi in the polygon.

The interior of the cage is parameterized with MVC. Given the
coordinates of a point, the location of the point is described as a
weighted linear combination of the cage boundary vertices. When
the cage vertex is updated, displaced point p̂k is computed as

p̂k =

m∑
i=1

λki v̂i, (4)

where v̂ = {v̂1, v̂2, ..., v̂m} are the updated boundary vertices.

MVC {µ1, µ2, ..., µn} of point tk on the time track are defined
in the same way with respect to temporal cage vertices u =
{u1,u2, ...,un}. In the temporal cage, the x-component of uk de-
notes the reference time, and its y-component has a constant height
value that corresponds to the order of a time track listed vertically.
Any time instance on a time track can be described as a linear com-
bination t̂k =

∑n
i=1 µ

k
i ûi of the boundary vertices.

The local cage has a padding area along the boundary, which allows
smooth transitioning of the interior parameterization to match the
exterior of the cage. Let pk be a point on the motion path, which
will be displaced by the manipulation of the cage vertices. Let L
be a user-specified padding depth, and let L′ be the arc-length from
pk to the intersection of the motion path and the cage boundary
(see Figure 4). Displaced point in the padding area is defined as
p̂k = γ

∑
i λiv̂i + (1 − γ)pk, where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. Here, γ is

an ease-in/ease-out function of arc-length ratio L′/L. We usually
set L to the half of the arc-length of each individual motion path.
This blending function is also useful when we cut any cage into
two separate cages, which have a padding area along which motion
paths blend in and out smoothly.

5 Editing Crowd Animation

The user interfaces for cage editing look similar to those of ex-
isting mesh editing techniques. The triangular or tetrahedral mesh
can be regarded as a jelly-like deformable object, which changes its
shape as little as possible under user manipulation. Unlike surface
modeling, the cage of crowd animation encloses complex human
actions and interpersonal interactions between multiple characters.

Figure 4: Spatial local cage (green line) and its padding area.

This under-lying structure makes cage editing technically different
from surface modeling.

We formulate the interactive manipulation of crowd animation as
quadratic programming subject to several forms of constraints. The
constraints arise from various sources, such as user manipulation,
interpersonal interaction, character-environment interaction, colli-
sion avoidance, and excessive deformation of motion data. We clas-
sify constraints into three categories: linear equality, distance, and
linear inequality. Each category requires different solution tech-
niques. We will begin with a simple formulation including the
objective function of spatial deformation and linear equality con-
straints. Then, we will discuss more complex formulations with the
other forms of constraints.

5.1 Spatial Manipulation

Manipulation of a spatial cage is achieved by minimizing the ob-
jective function

ED + w2
cEC + w2

mEM + w2
bEB , (5)

where ED is the deformation energy, EC denotes an energy arising
from any errors with respect to the user constraints, EM denotes
the motion constraints induced from the interactions between char-
acters and the environment, and EB is a term for preserving the
relative distance between interacting characters. In our implemen-
tation, the weight values are wc = 100, wm = 20, and wb = 20.
We will discuss the first three terms and further elaborate the use of
the fourth term later.

The deformation energy ED measures the shape distortion of the
cage mesh. We employ an as-rigid-as-possible deformation energy,
which sums the local deformation energy over every triangle in the
mesh to compute the global energy [Sorkine and Alexa 2007; Liu
et al. 2008]:

ED =

T∑
t=1

2∑
i=0

cot(θti)‖(v̂ti − v̂ti+1)−Rt(vti − vti+1)‖2, (6)

where v̂ti is the vertex location in the deformed triangle. All sub-
scripts denote modulo 3. Here, cot(θti) is the per-edge weight for
compensating non-uniform triangle shapes, θti is the angle opposite
to the edge (vti ,v

t
i+1) in the t-th triangle, and Rt is the estimated

rotation matrix between the original and deformed shape of the t-th
triangle.

The user can drag and pin down either the cage vertices or an arbi-
trary point inside the cage. Editing a specific motion path in a cage
modifies the shape of a cage so that other motions in a cage can
also be manipulated. Editing a cage vertex yields v̂k = ck, where
ck ∈ R2 is (x, y) position of the user constraint. The direct manipu-
lation of an inside point yields

∑m
i=1 λ

k
i v̂i = ck, where λki is MVC

of the point. By concatenating all boundary vertices v̂ = {v̂i}
and user constraints c = {ck}, we have another quadratic term
EC = ‖Cv̂ − c‖2.
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Figure 5: A relative constraint is separated by the cage boundary.

Motion constraints EM preserves the relative location between
characters, while they are interacting with each other. Replacing
(x, y) coordinates with MVC in Equation (1), we have motion con-
straints in a quadratic form, EM = ‖M v̂‖2.

Assuming that rotation matrices {Rt} are fixed and taking the gra-
dients of the quadratic energy terms, minimizing ED + w2

cEC +
w2
mEM is reduced to a system of linear equations, which can be

solved efficiently. Actually, the rotation matrices vary as the cage
undergoes deformation. Solving the equation with unknowns v̂ and
{Rt} is a nonlinear optimization process. We employ an alternat-
ing least-squares optimization method [Sorkine and Alexa 2007].
Starting from the initial configuration v̂, rotation matrices {Rt} are
estimated by using singular value decomposition (SVD). We then
solve for cage vertices v̂ while fixing {Rt}. These two steps iter-
ate alternately. The optimization converges quickly within several
iterations in most of our examples.

Distance Preservation. The fourth term EB penalizes the distance
changes between two interacting characters. The relative spatial
constraints in Equation (1) are specified with respect to the local
coordinate system estimated from the motion path. Stretching of
the motion path skews the local coordinate system; hence, the dis-
tance between two interacting characters scales accordingly. Note
that EM does not penalize the distance change induced from the
skewing of the local coordinate system. The energy termEB works
in the iterative process. We run the optimization without EB in the
first iteration, and EB becomes effective starting from the second
iteration. Let p̂i and p̄i be motion paths at the current and pre-
vious iterations, respectively. The distance preserving constraint is
formulated as

p̂αi − p̂βj =
‖pαi − pβj ‖
‖p̄αi − p̄βj ‖

(p̄αi − p̄βj ). (7)

Concatenating all distance-preserving constraints and plugging
MVC into constraint equations, we have a quadratic energy term
EB = ‖Bv̂ − b‖2.

Handling Local Cages. In the presence of a local cage, a relative
constraint between two interacting characters may intersect with the
cage boundary, making one character stay inside the local cage and
the other outside the cage (see Figure 5). To maintain the original
interaction between characters, we constrain the position and the
tangent direction of the motion path at the constrained point pαi
inside the cage. This can be simply achieved by making point pαi
and its two neighboring points pαi−1 and pαi+1 fixed during user
manipulation.

Spatial Snapback. An excessive deformation on original motion
paths may result in unnatural character motion, but it is not easy for
the user to check individual character motion in a large crowd scene.

Figure 6: Excessive manipulation on the original motion may re-
sult an unnatural motion ((a) original motion, (b) resulting motion).
Our system automatically snaps the motion path back to the allow-
able range of motion when the user releases the motion path from
dragging.

We provide an automatic spatial snapback to constrain the motion in
a reasonable range. Whenever the user releases from dragging, the
system checks the deformed motion paths. If the deformed motions
exceed the allowed range of editing, the system reduces the weight
value of the active dragging handle and adds inequality conditions
to snap the motion paths back into an allowed range (see Figure 6).
We formulate this problem as a quadratically constrained quadratic
program (QCQP):

minimize
v̂

v̂TS0v̂ + sT0 v̂ + s0 (8a)

subject to lib ≤ v̂TSiv̂ ≤ uib, ∀i > 0, (8b)

where S0 is a positive semi-definite matrix, s0 ∈ R2m, s0 ∈ R, and
lib and uib represent lower and upper bound, respectively, for the i-th
inequality constraint. Merging the four terms of Equation (5) into a
single quadratic form, Equation (5) is equivalent to Equation (8a).
The length of each edge should not change beyond a certain thresh-
old. The inequality constraint for an edge between the i-th and j-th
cage vertices is τmin ≤ ‖v̂i−v̂j‖

‖vi−vj‖
≤ τmax. In our experiments,

threshold values are τmin = 0.5 and τmax = 2. The derivation of
constraints on the edges leads to quadratic inequality forms, and all
quadratic matrices {Si} in Equation (8b) are positive semi-definite.
The QCQP problem in Equation (8a) and (8b) is intrinsically non-
convex. We relax the non-convexity by converting it into a semi-
definite programming (SDP), which is a subfield of convex opti-
mization:

minimize
v̂,V̂

Tr(V̂ S0) + sT0 v̂ + s0 (9a)

subject to lib ≤ Tr(V̂ Si) ≤ uib, ∀i > 0 (9b)(
V̂ v̂
v̂T 1

)
� 0, (9c)

where V̂ � v̂v̂T . We would like to refer the readers to [Boyd 2003]
for detailed derivation. We use a convex optimization MATLAB
toolbox to solve the SDP problem [Sturm 1999].

In addition, the character’s motion along the deformed path requires
a final touch-up to avoid foot-sliding artifacts. We use inverse kine-
matics to enforce the foot constraints at the end of editing process.

5.2 Temporal Manipulation

Cage editing in the temporal context aims to preserve the initial
tempo of motions given user and motion constraints. Temporal cage
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editing is much simpler than spatial cage editing because cage ver-
tices move only along the horizontal direction. The problem is also
formulated as a quadratic programming (QP):

ED′ + w2
c′EC′ + w2

m′EM′ . (10)

The deformation ED′ is derived from the temporal difference
ûxi+1 − ûxi = hi, where ûxi is the x-component of the i-th cage
vertex, and hi is the temporal difference at the initial configuration.
The temporal difference relation leads to a linear system, Hû = h;
thus, the corresponding quadratic energy is derived.

Here, EC′ and EM′ are the energy functions derived from the user
constraints and relative interaction constraints in the temporal do-
main, respectively. The user constraints on the time track are de-
fined in the same manner as the spatial constraints. The user may
manipulate a cage boundary vertex or an arbitrary point on any time
tracks in the cage. Dragging is permitted only in the horizontal di-
rection. The manipulation of a boundary vertex yields ûk = fk and
the direct manipulation of a time track yields t̂k = fk =

∑n
i µ

k
i ûi.

Concatenating all user constraints in the time domain forms energy
function EC′ = ‖F û − f‖2. The synchronization constraints in
Equation (2) can be either specified manually by the user or com-
puted automatically by analyzing motion data [Kim et al. 2012].
Replacing the time index with MVC of the temporal cage, the en-
ergy function also leads to a quadratic form EM′ = ‖Gû − g‖2.
Note that unlike spatial editing, we do not need the fourth term
for scaling compensation because scaling artifacts do not happen in
one-dimensional time domain.

Temporal Snapback. The time should increase monotonically
even under time warping. Excessive editing could cause time flip-
ping that makes time go backward. We address this problem by
incorporating monotonicity constraints into the QP:

minimize
û

ûTT0û + tT0 û + t0 (11a)

subject to lb ≤ T1û ≤ ub, (11b)

where T0 is a positive semi-definite matrix, t0 ∈ R2n, t0 ∈ R, and
lb and ub represent lower and upper bounds, respectively. Three
terms in Equation (10) can be merged into a single quadratic equa-
tion in Equation (11a). The inequality constraint for the i-th cage
vertex is hmin ≤

ûx
i+1−û

x
i

ux
i+1−u

x
i
≤ hmax, where the threshold values

are hmin = 0.3 and hmax = 3. Concatenating all inequality con-
straints yields Equation (11b). Similar to spatial snapback, we re-
duce the weight value of the active dragging handle to make the
time tracks snap back to an allowed editing range.

6 Collision Avoidance

Characters in crowd motion data are tightly packed together and in-
teract with each other in close proximity. Manipulating such crowd
motion by deforming its overall shape can easily cause collisions
between characters or between character-environment that did not
present in the original motion.

Resolving collisions between characters and the environment ge-
ometry is relatively easy. If a collision is detected, we add a new
constraint to push the character out of the boundary of the envi-
ronment geometry. We repeat this process until all collisions are
resolved. The iterative process is similar to the one suggested by
Choi et al. [2011].

A more challenging problem is to resolve collisions between char-
acters. We provide a cage-based collision avoidance algorithm to

Figure 7: Collsion handling. A collision between characters is de-
tected using piecewise linear curves and neighboring characters for
local cages are found by extending the line from the collision point.
The collision is resolved via iterative local cage translation.

address this problem. Specifically, we discuss efficient collision de-
tection in large crowds, creating local cages by grouping characters
around collisions, and iterative relaxation of local cages for colli-
sion resolution.

Given a crowd animation, detecting collisions between characters
at every frame is computationally overwhelming. We can approxi-
mate the original motion paths with sparse piecewise linear curves
by subsampling path points at every second. Given two characters
on the i-th and j-th linear curves, we determine a collision when
the minimum distance between two curves is smaller than the user-
defined threshold r. When this condition is satisfied, we find the ex-
act colliding time tmin by minimizing ‖(pαi +tdαi )−(pβj +tdβj )‖,
where dαi = pαi+1−pαi and dβj = pβj+1−pβj . When 0 ≤ tmin ≤
1, we can easily identify the intersection point between two linear
curves. If tmin < 0 or tmin > 1, we compute the per-vertex dis-
tance between two linear curves and find the exact time tmin where
the distance is minimized (see Figure 7).

After finding tmin, we create two local cages that enclose each
of the colliding characters and their coherent neighbors. Enclos-
ing neighbors in the same cage is very important in order to prevent
yet another collisions while fixing existing collisions. Two condi-
tions must be satisfied for characters in a local cage: (1) the piece-
wise linear curve of a colliding character and its neighbors should
be semi-parallel; (2) the line connecting two colliding characters
must intersect the motion path of its neighbors (see Figure 7). We
determine the size of the local cage by adjusting the length of the
line. Large cages make smooth modification to motion paths, while
small cages localize the effect of collision avoidance. In our exper-
iments, the system pushes two local cages in opposite directions by
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Figure 8: Comparison of collision handling: (a) 100 characters
from four directions crossing in a narrow space (b) collision avoid-
ance by Kwon et al. [2008] (240 sec.) (c) collision avoidance by
our method (4 sec.); Our cage-based collision avoidance is much
faster and causes less deformation.

the amount of r/3 at each iteration and repeats this process until all
collisions are resolved.

Three simplification strategies are employed to boost the perfor-
mance during the collision avoidance. First, each local cage has a
rectangular shape with only four vertices to reduce the computation
cost for MVC. Second, we use MVC only and one type of cage de-
formation, which is a rigid translation in opposite directions of the
collision. Finally, we gradually reduce the size of local cages over
the iterations to achieve fast convergence. With these strategies, we
can obtain a collision-free crowd animation very efficiently. Fig-
ure 8 shows the collision handling results by Kwon et al. [2008] and
our method. Our method is about 60 times faster than the previous
method using the same threshold r, and also shows less deviation
from the original animation.

Collisions between characters need to be addressed when the user
intentionally overlays a cage on top of another cage to make a com-
plex crossing scene. When the cages are overlapped, our system
uses the same collision detection method and the iterative local cage
translation. After all collisions are resolved, the system allows fur-
ther editing by providing either the original cages or a new single
cage for all characters in the space. The accompanying video shows
the collision avoidance example by such overlapping cages.

7 Experimental Results

The motion data used in our experiments were collected from var-
ious sources. Some data were acquired via motion capture, some
were generated in crowd simulation, and some were synthesized
using data-driven motion synthesis. Our examples show the pro-
cess of motion editing from raw motion data. Each manual process
took less than ten minutes. We refer the readers to the accompany-
ing video clip to view the interactive process.

Small Town. In our first example, we begin with a collection
of group motion clips (see Figure 9(a)). Each group motion clip
was generated using a crowd simulator and a locomotion synthe-
sizer. Individual clips include dozens of characters in a coherent
group walking along a straight line, making turns, chatting in small
groups, and hanging around. The editing process is to situate group
motion clips into a new virtual environment by translating, rotat-
ing, deforming, stitching, cropping, dividing, copying, and pasting
the clips. The cages were set up around individual group motion
clips. The resulting crowd scene includes 900 characters and ani-
mation data of 521,600 frames in total. The editing process could
have been extremely tedious if the animator had to manipulate the
motion of each individual character independently. Our cage-based
interfaces allowed us to create a desired crowd scene in only ten
minutes, because we were able to manipulate one or two dozen
characters simultaneously and coherently at each editing operation.

Racing Track. The second example used a single group motion clip
that includes 60 characters running along a long straight line about
70 seconds. The environment is a racing track with circular edges
and irregular obstacles. We used a single spatial cage enclosing the
whole clip to adjust the raw motion data onto the racing track and
then specified local cages where the characters penetrate through
obstacles. Manipulating local cages to avoid obstacles is a straight-
forward process. There are low-hung ceilings in the environment.
The characters have to slow down and crouch walk to pass below
the ceilings. Slowing down the characters in the front row resulted
in the interpenetration with the following characters. We used coor-
dinated time warping to avoid collisions between characters.

Chicken Hopping. “Chicken hopping” is a game often played by
children. Players must stand straight, lift up one of their legs, hold
the ankle with their hands, and hop on the other leg. The players
bump against each other to make their opponents lose balance. Kim
et al. [2012] generated an interesting crowd scene with 74 char-
acters chicken hopping about 30 seconds. Manipulating such a data
set is challenging because the character motions are densely packed
in space and synchronized precisely in time. The user first draws a
local cage on the beginning part of all time tracks. Cage conversion
generates spatial cages at two corners of the environment, where
two teams of players start to dash towards their opponents. The
user then slices the local cages into smaller ones to make appro-
priate groups that support the editing requirement. The user also
directly draws local cages in the space domain to edit small details.
With our cage-based interfaces, we can easily manipulate the data
to situate it in a new environment without interpenetration.

Performance. Our system is fast enough to manipulate hundreds
of characters at interactive frame rate (see Figure 1). The computa-
tional complexity of our algorithm is significantly lower than that
of previous approaches [Kwon et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2009]. For a
crowd animation with p characters and q frames, previous methods
have to solve a series of (pq × pq) linear systems for every update,
whereas our method solves (m × m) linear systems, where m is
the number of cage vertices. In most cases, m is much smaller than
pq, leading to faster update. Although our algorithm requires addi-
tional matrix-vector multiplication to update the motion paths and
time tracks in the cages, this computation is as light as solving a
linear system and can be effectively parallelized. We use OpenMP
parallelization for computing the matrix-vector multiplication and
achieved three times speed-up on an 8-core machine. Table 2 shows
performance statistics. We stretched the cages to make the system
perform the full operation of solving as-rigid-as possible mesh de-
formation, matrix-vector multiplication, and solving snapback. The
last column of the table shows the performance of Laplacian motion
editing by Kim et al. [2009]. Note that Laplacian motion editing
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Figure 9: Interactive editing of crowd animation (close-up view): (a) small town, (b) racing track, and (c) chicken hopping.

# characters # path points # cage vertices Solving Multiplication Snapback Laplacian motion editing
(a) 78 14,040 15 1ms 1ms 176ms 392ms
(b) 118 21,240 15 1ms 2ms 176ms 635ms
(c) 398 71,640 30 2ms 9ms 387ms 2,231ms
(d) 600 230,600 40 3ms 42ms 621ms 7,324ms

Table 2: Performance statistics. The performance of the solving and snapback steps depends only on the number of cage vertices, not on the
size of the scene (see rows (a) and (b)). Compared to Laplacian motion editing, we used the same settings to compare the two methods (The
snapback feature is not included in Laplacian motion editing). All performance in the table are the average computation time over 20 tests.

does not include snapback operation, so it should be compared to
linear system solving and matrix-vector multiplication of our algo-
rithm. The performance data were measured on a standard desktop
PC with an Intel i7 3.4GHz processor and 16GB of memory.

8 Discussion

We have presented an interactive method for editing a large crowd
animation. Our cage-based approach has several advantages. Cage-
based editing exploits spatial and temporal coherence between char-
acters to deal with densely interacting characters in a coherent man-
ner. Cage-based approach achieves significant performance gain
over previous per-character methods. In practice, our method is al-
most two orders of magnitude faster than previous methods. We
found that handling inequality constraints in quadratic program-
ming is an essential component of the system if we want to ma-
nipulate a large, dense crowd of characters.

Table 3 summarizes the key aspects of our technique in comparison
to previous crowd editing methods. Our method includes all posi-
tive aspects of the previous methods, and also provides additional
advantages of global coordination, flexibility, locality, and perfor-
mance. Given such advantages, we believe that our method can deal
with a wide range of real world crowd editing tasks with its current
form. Existing crowd simulation methods and our interactive edit-
ing are complementary to each other. Even with the latest crowd
simulation algorithm [Patil et al. 2011], it still remains difficult to
precisely control individual character behaviors and details. Our al-
gorithm can be used to make changes on top of the simulated results
to refine it further.

Our approach has several limitations. First, MVC may have nega-
tive weight values for highly concave shapes and could occasion-
ally result in unexpected cage deformation. Positive MVC [Lipman
et al. 2007] might alleviate this problem to provide non-negative
weights even for highly concave shapes. Second, we currently do
not allow for cages with open-holes. Open-holes can be a useful
tool for avoiding collision between characters and obstacles. This
problem can be addressed by using positive MVC with Delaunay
smoothing [Umetani et al. 2011]. Finally, our system only resolves

Kwon et al. Kim et al. Our method
(a) motion path motion path, time track cage
(b) locomotion no restriction no restriction
(c) N Y Y
(d) N N Y
(e) moderate slow fast

Table 3: Comparison with previous work. Five criteria are pre-
sented: (a) Targets for manipulation, (b) Type of motion, (c) inter-
personal interaction, (d) locality, and (e) performance.

interpenetration by warping spatial moving paths. Alternatively, it
is also possible to resolve collisions by changing walking speed
via time warping. We have not found a decision rule which strat-
egy to choose between spatial and temporal warping. Designing a
spatiotemporal warping strategy combining both would be an inter-
esting direction for future research.

A crowd motion with many relative constraints has little room for
further modification. For instance, in the chicken hopping example
(Figure 9(c)), we could make only minor edits in the center of the
scene and a lump of motion paths moved all together because many
interactions occur frequently. It might be possible to remove and re-
store constraints incrementally to allow for further flexibility during
interactive manipulation.

It is also possible to combine spatial and temporal manipulation
into one 3D manipulation by using 3D spatiotemporal cages [Ju
et al. 2005; Sorkine and Alexa 2007; Borosán et al. 2010]. Manip-
ulating a single cage can change both spatial paths and time tracks
simultaneously. Our test implementation showed that the resulting
interface could be confusing for users because it is not easy to pre-
dict the correlation between spatial and temporal manipulation. We
think that the idea of 3D manipulation is promising, but it would
require creative redesign of user interfaces to make it practically
usable.
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